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Irregulars Win League and Book Grand Final Spot 

The re-launched Indoor Cricket League concluded its round robin stage in exciting fashion at the ISC 
this week. With Wanderers requiring a big win to force a tight finish at the top of the league, they 
kept the pressure on unbeaten Irregulars right up until the final pairing of the night. 

Irregulars batted first with debutant Alban Ford, an ex-New Zealand and England indoor specialist, 
showing sound technique, as he put on 22 with Martin-Dale Bradley. The pair score would have been 
greater still but for some sharp Wanderers fielding, including 2 run outs. The second pair of Ben 
Wentzel and Waleed Jami proved the defining part of the night though as they peppered the back 
net regularly in scoring 52 runs from their 4 overs. The Wanderers bowlers kept to their lines though 
in the second half of the innings with Rob Palmer and Torryn Armstrong getting key wickets. Despite 
that, Irregulars ended up on 128, thanks to good contributions from skipper Lee Forshaw and Leeroy 
Fristch, and Wanderers knew their task ahead. 

Dom O’Brien and Andy Mauger were the opening pair and paced their chase perfectly, taking the 
first skin by 2 runs and avoiding any dismissals. Rob Palmer and Tom Proctor had the unenviable task 
of chasing 52 to win the second skin and they had an outside chance until a tight final over from 
Toby Smale gave Irregulars their first guaranteed point and the overall advantage. Back came 
Wanderers again as Joe and Torryn Armstrong won the third skin off their final delivery, despite 
Torryn being unusually caught after hitting the ball onto his front foot off the left arm in-swingers of 
Gordon Irish.  

 Needing 53 to win, the final pair of Matt Robin and Dave Piesing knew that they had to win their 
skin and surpass the Irregulars total to have any chance of making the Grand Final. And they started 
steadily scoring 17 off the first 2 overs but any hope of success was thwarted by Ben Wentzel’s 
penultimate over of the match, forcing a catch and then clean bowling Robin off the final delivery. 
Wentzel ended up as Player of the Match on +27 runs, as Irregulars won the final skin and beat 
Wanderers by 26 runs, both teams having impressively reached 3 figures. 

So the Grand Final next week between league winners Irregulars and second placed Griffins 
promises to be a tight and exciting affair to conclude what has been an excellent and welcome 
return to competitive Indoor Cricket League action. 

 


